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RuiZou 

Hello everyone, I am Ray, today I will introduce some basic knowledge of my first 

language-Mandarin Chinese There will be basically four parts of my introduction: 

1) Basic tone rules 

2) Orders of address 

3) Simple words and quantifier 

4) Dialogue 

1) Let us begin by the first part---basic tone mles. 

As you may know, there are five kinds of tones in Mandarin. Four of them are pitched 

and the other one is toneless. Different tones may express different moods, sometimes 

there are even different words. Tones depend on contexts and the mean~gs you want 

to express, which is in my opinion the hardest part in Mandarin. 

So let me haYe some examples about tones by the chi( Ill:). 

a. The 1st tone is high and level, you can try to pronounce it stable and long. For 

the word chi(lll:). it will sound like Ill:. you could read after me. Ill:, which 

means eat. 

b. The 2nd tone starts medium in tone, and then reaches the peak. Noticing the 

time you spend on the peak maybe a little bit longer than the other part. It 

sounds like JR. read after me. JR. It means late. 



c. In the 3rd tone there are 3 parts, you start low at first, then dip to the bottom, 

and rise to the top at last For the word cb.i. it sounds like R, R, which 

means ruler. 

d. 4th one is comparatively shorter which is sharp and strong, you go all the way 

dmm to the bottom-~.~-~. It means red. 

e Don't forget there is also a toneless one. It is short. flat and no emphasis. !i, 

Pl. Pl It is equal to "Gee" in English 

2) Then we will talk about the orders in address. 

Usually in Mandarin, we put the large scales or concepts first, for example there is a 

Chinese address."340 Fufei Rd South. Room 6#1001 Fuzhou. Fujian ProYince. 

China" This is in a typical English order But in Chinese. \Ye \Yill say "China Fujian 

ProYince. Fuzhou. Fufei south Rd No.340 Room6#1001" Do you see the difference'} 

If you try to directly send a mail to China, and you put all the address in wrong order, 

the post office may not be able to deliver your mail to the right place. 

3) Here comes the third part about some quantifiers in Mandarins. As we know there 

are also some quantifiers in English-pair. bag. dozen and bunch etc We may use 

them such as a pile of books, two dozens of cokes or we just simply use quantities 

plus objects such as a book, or twenty-four cokes. But in Chinese, we cannot use the 

second pattern; we must put some quantifiers between quantities and objects. A 

simple example. - Cee) means one in Chinese. and ~ (shoo) means book, but we 



do not say -~. we say - ;;$: (ben) ~- in this sentence ;;$: is the quantifier for 

books. There thousands of quantifiers in Mandarin, but there is one that we use very 

frequently It sounds like 1- ( ger) . Basically you can put 1- between all quantifiers 

and objects, some of them may sound strange, but it can also help other Mandarin 

native speakers understand your expressions. 

4) The last part of today 's introduction " 'ill be a dialogue. Let us suppose that you 

were alone in some place of China. No Internet services and nobody around you seem 

speaking English. And unfortunately you need to urinate, how would you ask 

somebody for a restroom? 

Firstly you may want to haYe somebody's attention. In English " ·e say "Excuse me". 

same 111 Mandarin. but we say "frf}[;7(dar rao ler)" Your question is "where is the 

nearest restroom around here')" "19.1HE!.(na lee)" means where. "N::(shi)" means is. "ill 

Jt[B"J(zui jin der)" means nearest. and ".E.:i:.fa](way sheng gen)" mean~ restroom. Sp 

you may say "19.1~1E!.~:Iitiliatl.E.:i:.fa:JP~? " 

The person may reply you by some location. Such as "!ttirH~~- fa:JtEfi~OWh.58'-J 

:*:lit", which means I remember one in the lobby of Motel Rujia. 

The most possible situation is you do not know how to get to the place he or she is 

talking about. so it is better to ask him to take you there ••!it C wor) " means I . "~%1 

J!(boo zhi dow)" means "don't know". "~,Z,. C zen me)" means how. and ·'-*(chee)" 

means go. "j]J3JE(nar lee)"means there Line them up and you haYe "!\t~?;i:l:i!~,Z,. 

-* JJ~ 1E" \Yhich means I don't ktlO\Y how to get there. 



• 

Also. you may ask the person to take you to the palce. so you start with "1*iif ~ (nee 

ker yee) "means would you like. and "1ir C die) "means take. and :f!t which we just 

learned that means I or me. also there. tJ~.lE . And at last you may also add a modal 

pat1icle to express query It sounds like "U!b Cmm·) " with the 1st tone . So "would you 

like to take me there')" is "{fJ\iif ~ "'it!lt-* tJ~ 1E U!'b". 

The person may say Ok by "~fi¥JChow der )" And don't forget to thank the person we 

you atTiYe the place by "ila1ila1 ( shey shey) " meat1s thmlk you. atld also say"-¥}. )\!.(zai 

jiatl)" means see you . 

Let us combine all the contents together, the whole dialogue would be: 

A: Excuse me; do you know where the nearest restroom around here is? 

B: I remember one in the lobby of Motel Rujia. 

A But I don't know hO\Y to get there. would you like to take me there') 

B: OK. 

A: Thank you. See you! 

B You're " ·elcome See you 

In Chinese, it would be: 

A fl~7, ~~-.1E~M~I¥JE~~~? 

B: :f!t-j.[.f~fJ -fa]t£fi*~J61¥J::kli[ o 

A : a~~m~~*•..m. .1fl\iif~1ir!lt-*•..m.Ufb? 

B t!fi¥J o 

A: ilatilat 1fJ\ J -¥}. )\!. ! 

B ~ ffl ilat o W. £ ! 

That is all for today's class. I an1 Ray Thanks for listemng. -¥}. £. 

(end) 
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